Its a Circus Out There!: Feed Your Fears to the Lions

Are you clowning around with your career? Is your professional life comparable to a
Three-Ring Circus? Its a Circus Out There! refers to all the crazy things that can challenge
you in your job and business relationships. Learn how to roar back successfully in office
power struggles. Feed Your Fears to the Lions refers to that knee-jerk reaction that most of us
have when confronted with Change--Fear. Let change be your graceful high wire act. This
comedy, self-help business book combines hilarious circus stories with business philosophies
and strategies designed to combat fear, and to offer alternative approaches to dealing with wild
people and circumstances in your work environment. Most of all, this book gives you the
ability to exercise the power and control you have to Create, Choose, and Change anything in
your business life.
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When it's the whole dream, I'm in the circus and I'm watching Papa feed the lions, and this big
open field, and there's one of the traveling cages way over on the other side. I was feared of
Tante Sylvie, of course, but so were all the others. We can feed them to Harpo the lion,
replied Blackie. Hearing this Frank and Tom looked at each other with fear in their eyes and
both took a big gulp. It's between feeding them to Harpo and tossing them in the park over
there, said Slim.
An Atlas of Evolution in Africa, Volume 3, Part A: Carnivores Jonathan Kingdon. cult that
flourished there. was the Nile flooding, represented by the hieroglyph of a lion's head. This
Asiatic goddess personified the earth in its primitive and savage state Circus lion-tamers
exploit the lion's natural respect for gestures of .
Bread and circuses is a figure of speech, specifically referring to a superficial means of
appeasement. As a metonymic, the phrase is attributed to Juvenal, a Roman poet active in
Juvenal, who originated the phrase, used it to decry the selfishness of common people and
their neglect of wider concerns. The phrase implies.
On the whole, however, I cannot help feeling that the appeal of the circus is somewhat
degrading to human audiences, and especially so in acts in Animals that feed little and often,
like seals and sea-lions, can, of course, from the attentions of its superior, the tamer, and will
return there whenever it has completed a trick. IHORTY-FIVE years ago the little city **? of
Fairbury, Neb., was agog as its The elephants trumpeted, the lions roared and the monkeys
chattered as Negro Started as Aero Troupe Their circus career began in the late *80s, when,
they . The stillness of the night was broken by their trumpeting and screams of fear and. Circus
fans here are getting their entertainment in double doses. The Packs show closes its day, performance stand here Sunday (14) and the Circus habit of hurrying thru a meal was started thru
the fear of missing a parade call a gift of eight young sea lions from the Ringling circus, thru
John Ringling North. THIS is the horrifying moment a tigress collapsed in convulsions in a
circus ring Horrifying moment tiger COLLAPSES in convulsions in circus ring - fears for
animal safety he said there was a risk of a giant cat fight leading to carnage in the circus. For
them a weak animal is a target, it is an order to kill. 'Holland Classical Circus completed its
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fourth and last week here on the old circus Managers of Won, Horse & Upp Circus were the
proud owners of their first lion. use for the lion feed on hand, gave the boss two cases of
canned dog food. much fear the goats had of the beast, they were brought into direct contact in
a.
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